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How far would you go to save the ones you love?Two brothers learn of the apocalypse after being

out of touch for a few days. Returning to town, they learn first-hand, the dead are coming back to life

with a taste for flesh. With their parents in Nebraska, they must embark on a journey to rescue them

as they set into motion their zombie apocalypse plan. But they'll see not all is fun and games as

they realize it is nothing like they imagined it would be.Can they make it in time to save their parents

from a fate worse than death?Emmett Wolfe has been preparing for this day for years, but still,

cannot believe it is happening. An infection unlike any other has begun to spread across America

and the world as he knows it is coming to an end. He must rescue his daughter and ex-wife and

transport them to a safe location.But at the end of the world, nowhere is safe anymoreÃ¢â‚¬Â¦This

is a post-apocalyptic novella of approximately 46,000 words.
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I always get excited when I find a new author(to me) that catches my interest with a book that I

enjoy. Mr. Chadd has obtained a new reader and a follower of his books. The characters are well



developed and pull you into the story. I have read a lot of apocalyptic stories, and although this

another zombie book, I found it better than most that I have read. In fact, I didn't know that it was a

zombie book when I got it and I probably wouldn't have added it to my library if I had known, but I'm

really glad that I did because I really enjoyed it. Good job and good read!

Started reading this as a free sample and I was hooked. Two brothers and how they deal with the

situations they are put in is great reading. The storyline is plausible and these two brothers are

amazingly detailed and ready for action. I liked this book because it was a different take on a major

genre, an apocalypse.

It has good action and a good story line. The author appears to be new and does a good job of

describing equipment (he knows his stuff) but, it could use more description for the story line. I have

already started the second book and I am looking forward to more from the author.

I would like to recommend this book to anyone who wants to read a very interesting and exciting

book where the action never stops. I am finding these books to be very difficult to put down. I will be

looking forward to reading the next book from this author.

I loved this new zombie series. Didn't much care for slaughtering prairie dogs at the beginning.

Killing for meat doesn't bother me at all, but shooting just to kill does. I'm looking forward to the next

book.

Joshua Chadd is my newest favorite author when it comes to zombie apocalypse stories. He has

good character development, a good storyline, and his books are way more than just killing

zombies. I've read two of the three and now have to wait for the third to come out. Please write

quickly!!!

I have read hundreds of apocalyptic novels and hands down this book is the best in breed. The

characters were awesome and there was no boring spots in the book. This author knows what he is

doing. I am sure book 2 is just as good. I can't wait to know if there is going to be a book three.

Please read. It's was a joy.

Didn't know if I would like this writer's book, but I loved it. Great characters, that weave and wind



around each other, plotting death to the zombies.
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